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THE BIG NIGHT IN! by Lauren, 6Mc
As you may or may not know, last Friday was the first (and most probably last)
time any class has ever slept over at Emmanuel School. Having had to miss
PGL due to the Coronavirus, the teachers very kindly organised for 6Mc to
have a sleepover at school! As a member of Year 6 myself, I can confirm that
the night was AMAZING!
On the night of the Big Night In, we went home from school at the usual time
however we arrived back at school with our overnight bags and in our disco
clothes at 5:00 pm. We sat on the Amphitheatre as everyone was arriving and
we were chatting about all kinds of things. Then the teachers talked us
through the different events which were to be taken place on that night, and
as you can imagine we were VERY excited. We were taken to the rooms we
were to sleep in – Alpha bubble girls’ (which is my bubble) dorm was the year
4 classroom, Alpha bubble boys’ dorm was in the brain box, Omega girl’ dorm
was the year 3 classroom, Omega boys’ dorm was in the year 2 classroom and
the teachers slept out in the corridor.
When we got to our dorms, we found matts laid out for where we were to
sleep {the table and chairs were moved to the side} and we immediately went
to the matt we wanted to sleep on, then we unpacked our stuff and went
downstairs for the disco. At the disco there was a photo booth, a tuck shop
and obviously space to dance. I won’t reveal too much about what happened
there but I can assure that what we got up to was certainly fun. What
happened at the disco stays at the disco.
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Lauren’s big night in continued…..
After that, we went outside to enjoy the hotdogs, burgers and chips that Mr Wright very kindly cooked
on the barbeque for us. Then we went back inside the hall for pudding. There was pavlova, ice cream,
sweets, cake, brownies and all sorts of sugary goods. By the time we finished eating we were all
STUFFED! Then we went back to our dorms and had a bit of chill time before Miss Fitzsimmons, Miss
Burns, Miss Rees and Miss McManus explained we were having room inspections, don’t worry they are
much more fun than they sound. We quickly pushed our mountain of sweets to one side, cleaned the
room and organised a little performance for the teachers because the cleanest dorm with the best
performance won. We then came down to the hall in our pyjamas and had hot chocolate and
marshmallows but to be honest I think we were all too full to finish the whole thing. We had so much
fun we actually ended up going up to bed an hour later than the teachers had planned {which is a good
thing of course}. I don’t think any of us went to sleep that night, we were probably on a sugar high but
we definitely had a sugar low the next morning. We were very tired. Overall, the night was a big
success and I know we all had lots of fun. Thank you so much to the teachers who made all of this
possible and put up with 30 crazy children high on sugar!!!

COVID KILLED PGL! BY KAI 6MC
As we know, Corona Virus  is still going around and many holidays and
experiences have been cancelled: this was why teachers decided on a stayover at school to replace PGL. Here are the “Behind the scenes” activities
whilst the main line story was active.
The four teams – Alpha and Omega, Boys and Girls – spied on each other to gain an edge in the room
inspection competition. At the disco, everyone had £5 to spend at Claire’s Candy, and everything was 10p, so
you can work out that if you maxed out your budget, you’d end up with 50 portions! And people did just that;
I can recall Angus handing out sweets before we left, since his Mum probably wouldn’t be too happy if he
came home with a million Haribo! Mr Wright grilled tasty hot-dogs and burgers on the barbecue, and
everyone was enjoying themselves until it began to rain. In the hall, it was cold and everyone was wet;
thankfully we had Pavlova, cakes, and Quinn’s 6 flavours of ice cream!
Back in our dorms, after our 2nd room inspection, people had a hunger for mischief. After the corridors were
clear of teachers, people tried to sneak out into each other’s dorms; but most of us were caught immediately
by eagle-eyed Miss McManus, but that didn’t stop the Omega Girls tossing sweets into the Alpha Boys’ dorm.
Lights had just been turned off for the night and everyone was on lookout for a time to make a break for
another dorm. People were crawling at their doors and making excuses to go to the bathroom whilst they
checked the corridors.
After this point, Bradley was the only one to manage a complete invasion on another room, crashing the
Alpha Girls’ room whilst they were partying the night away. At one point, my room, the Alpha Boys’ dorm,
decided to hide Vukan behind a luggage bag under a desk and called on Miss McManus. We told our story of
Vukan wondering off into the Omega Boys’ room and she suspiciously bought it; when she returned, Vukan
was under his sheet in his sleeping bag. In the morning, the overnight damage wasn’t awful: people were
grumpy, tired and hungry, and some were having a sugar burnout after eating too many sweets in the last 6
hours. I am surprised though how Joshua could manage a Rainbow Cookie each time he woke up in the night
because we always felt him weakly listening in on our midnight conversations... And I’ll finally conclude: don’t
get any ideas because this is NEVER HAPPENING AGAIN!
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EDITOR’S NOTE
Another brilliant year it has been and so much has happened in the past few months. Firstly, a big thank
you to Mrs Watkins and her amazing support and contributions to the Express this year and secondly, to
all the teachers, parents and carers who have helped out during Covid and have kept learning time great.
Regardless of the current events, we have still managed to pull off the newspaper with contributions
from all of you at home and we hope you enjoy it as this is our last edition for this school year, which
leads me to conclude: thank you Emmanuel for an amazing journey and to each of you, have an awesome
Summer Holiday!
By Kai & Lauren (Co-managers)

USA in space once again!!!
By Ethan D,3p
On the 1st of June, SpaceX launched the Falcon 9 test flight 2 and the mission was called
Launch America!

The crew were: Bob
Behnken and Doug Hurley
who both sat in the dragon
capsule.
If you want to try and
simulate the docking go to: https://iss-sim.spacex.com
The simulator is hard but don’t get
disappointed if you fail the first time,
astronauts train for years to achieve it!

The rocket
Their rocket was the Falcon 9. The
Falcon 9 had launched previously but
never with people inside. The amazing
thing about the Falcon 9 is that it could
be re-used. Unlike the Space shuttle
which could also be reused, the
difference between these two rockets is
that all the Falcon 9 can be reused!!!
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Thuba, 5W, wins competition
I entered a competition that Start Home Court was doing. For
the competition I had to make a rainbow picture colourful
and bright.
To make it colourful I used pens, glitter, beads and a
highlighter.
I was so happy because I won! They sent me a panda toy as a
prize!

MY ‘ZOOM’ BIRTHDAY PARTY by Isla in 1G
On my birthday, I had lots of fun having an excellent zoom party with some of my best friends in my
class. I had lots of great presents.
When I went out to have a picnic first I saw my friend Sara, then I saw Sophia in my class and then I saw
Inaya in my class. They all gave me birthday presents for my birthday party.
Also on my zoom party there was music and we played musical statues!!!!! I got a master detective kit as
well as a recipe book for two of my presents. I even had a lovely birthday cake. It was the best birthday
party in the whole wide world.

Here I am at my Zoom party!
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Africa – The story continued…by Rosa, 4E
In the last newsletter I promised you a follow up about Africa. Today I will tell you a little bit about the
life of a child in the Maasai tribe, who live in Kenya and Tanzania. I will also be telling you about some
animals who live in Africa.

The Maasai people
The Maasai are a tribe inhabiting northern, central and southern Kenya and northern Tanzania. People
might know them for their way of dressing and that they live close to African animals.
I saw a very interesting you tube clip: Maasai life through a child’s eye. Today, I am writing about the
girl in the clip called Neasiah. She is 8 years old and has 2 siblings. They like to play soccer with each
other and are quite grateful of what they have. She is quite poor and always coughs in bed and she finds it
trouble to breath. She coughs in bed because she there is no electricity, so they need to use a fire instead,
and the sparks sometimes can affect her breathing.

African animals
Now I’m telling you about a few African animals, which I promised you last time.

Elephants:
Elephants are mammals of the family Elephantidae and the largest existing land
animals. Elephants are the most intelligent animals in the savannas, they measure up
to 6 tons and are humongous. They live about 40 / 60 years and have lots of strength.

Cape buffalo:
A cape buffalo is one of the most feared animals in Africa. They are brave
and protect themselves with no fear. They are always moving and
changing their homes and are always on the chase for food. Cape buffalo,
also called African buffalo, are the largest and most formidable of Africa’s
wild bovids (family Bovidae) and a familiar sight to visitors of African
parks and reserves.

Zebras
In the grasslands of the Serengeti at dawn in Tanzania, East Africa.
Zebras are single-hoofed animals that are native to Africa. Zebras are
very closely related to horses and donkeys; in fact, they are in the
same family, Equus. The most prominent feature of zebras is the bold
patterns on their coats. There are many different types of zebras, like
the albino zebra, mountain zebra and the plain zebra.

Giraffes
Giraffes are found in the dry savannas of Africa, where they roam among the open
plains and woodlands. They are well known for their long necks. These
gentle giants are the world’s tallest living land animals. An adult male can grow to
around 5.5m – that’s taller than three adult humans!

There are many more exciting animals, which you should explore…
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How to make a paper boat
Put your piece of paper landscape. Then fold it upwards.

Then unfold it.

Then turn it round.

Then turn it round portrait.

by Leigh, 2W

Then turn it round.

And fold it up.

And fold quite big corners up to the line.

Then turn it round.

And fold the corners down.

Then turn it round. And fold the corners down.

And fold it up.

Then fold 1 bit from the bottom up

Then fold the bottom bit up.

Then get the corners and fold into a square.

Then get the bottom top corner and fold it up. Then turn it round. And do the same thing on the other side.

And then fold it into a square.

And then pull the top down.
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Calming Bottles
By Maya, 5W
In our Omega bubble, we made calming bottles. Mrs Watkins explained that when we are
feeling emotions like sad, angry and worried and we cannot think properly it is like the glitter in
the bottles going everywhere. But when we are calm and happy it is like the glitter in the bottle
settling – we can think and act clearly like the clear water.
You Will Need:
Clear Plastic Bottle
Clear glue
Sticky tape
Glitter (colour of your choice)
Food colouring (optional)
Warm Water
How to make one:
1. First, take your glitter and put it into
your plastic bottle. Put enough so that
the glitter covers the bottom of the
bottle.
2. Then fill 20% of the bottle with the glue and stir with a stick.
3. Now, fill the rest of the bottle with the warm water and if you would like to add some
colour to the water, you can add food colouring or you can leave it clear.
4. Lastly, close the lid and put the sticky tape on it make sure you close it well.
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NATALIE AND EMMA’S (2W) PLANT QUIZ
MATCH THE PICTURES TO THE NAMES

camilia

daisy

ivy

lupin

sunflower

lavender
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Origami by Thuba (5W)
There are many different types of crafts you can do, and a very popular type of paper craft is
origami. If you are wanting to learn new origami, you have come to the right page!
A Ninga Shuriken!
Step 1: Get One Piece of Origami Paper

Step 2: Cut in Half

Step 3: Fold in Half vertically

Step 4: Fold It in Half the Other Way

Step 5: Unfold step 4

Step 6: Fold the op Half on Both Pieces (oppositely)

Step 7: Fold the Bottom Half of Both Pieces

Step 8: Flip

Step 9: Fold the Two Squarish Pieces Into
Triangles

Step 10: Fold in the Triangles (not both, just one)

Step 11: Put the Pieces on Top of Each Other

Step 12: Fold in the Flaps

Now you are done!
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Jake’s (5W) friendship art
What Friendship Means to Me
What friendship means to me
is when people help each other,
they look after each other and
they are always behind your
back, supporting you. If I am
sad or something like that,
when I see my friends I feel
happy because I feel safe and
loved. Sometimes when I am
angry friends help me calm
down. When I do not feel safe
I pretend that imaginary
friends are watching me and
then I feel safe and better.

Liverpool crowned champions for the 1st time
in 30 years!!!By Ethan, 3P
After Liverpool’s smashing 4-0 win against Newcastle, the Reds needed Man city to lose against
Chelsea, or they will need to win against Man City in the Etihad Stadium later. Luckily for
Liverpool, this became unnecessary since Chelsea beat Manchester City 2-1 at Stanford
Bridge, making Liverpool champions. After the win, hundreds of Liverpool fans celebrated.
Here is a Video: https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/5318944
The win caused a giant party all over Liverpool, there were fireworks and also hundreds of
people turned up outside Anfield to experience the real celebration.

Well done Liverpool!!!!
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Spot the difference by Rio and Hugh, 5W

Easy

There are 8 differences

There are 7 differences
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Impossible

There are 5 differences

Footballer’s Word-search by Yahia, 2W
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Jake’s (from 5W) superhero comic
Character names by Campbell and Tom, 2W
One day there were no people to save
the day by villains. There were no
people to take down the twins of almost
every villain. They almost took over
every innocent normal person. The town
used to be called Happy town but now it
is called Evil town. The king is called
Dark Bite and his right hand man is Fire
Boy. He shoots fire out of his body
from every place.

Dark Bite

The rest of the villains are the Evil
Clown, Mobile Mayhem, Cube a Saw,
Arrow Pin the Archer, Storm Ray (with
the lightning bolt), Pen Storm (with a
touch on the clicker and the pen and
boom he has a sword – the best sword
ever), and Boom Boy (one shout from
him will almost can control anything).

Then the super heroes came and found
the bad people. They then had a fight
and the good people win! Then the bad
people lost and ran away. Finally the
normal people could go back to their
normal lives.

Now it is back to Happy town and
everyone had a good time and no
villains……or is there!? Some think that
there is a villain which is still out there
which is invisible boy.

Here he is.

Everyone lived happily forever and ever,
ever.
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MY

POEMS THAT

I WROTE

YOU LIKE THEM

FOR YOU

–I

HOPE

FROM ROSA 4E

FUZZY WUZZY THE BEAR:
F UZZY W UZZY WAS A BEAR ,
F UZZY W UZZY HAD NO HAIR ,
S O REALLY , HE WASN ’T SO FUZZY , WAS HE ?!
SCHOOL BOY
THERE WAS ONCE A YOUNG SCHOOL BOY WHO WAS FROM R YE,
WHO WAS BAKED BY MISTAKE IN A PIE .
TO HIS MOTHERS ’ DISGUST ,
HE EMERGED FROM THE CRUST
AND EXCLAIMED WITH A YAWN , “ WHERE AM

I?”

CAREFUL WHAT YOU DREAM OF!
THERE WAS ONCE AN OLD MAN WHO WAS FROM PERU ,
WHO DREAMED HE WAS EATING HIS SHOE ,
HE WOKE UP WITH A TERRIBLE FRIGHT ,
AND FOUND OUT IT WAS PERFECTLY TRUE !
THE TWO CATS (MY MOM’S FAVOURITE!)
THERE WERE ONCE TWO CATS FROM KILKENNY ,
EACH THOUGHT THAT TWO CATS WERE TOO MANY ,

S O THEY STARTED TO SCRATCH AND BITE ,
NOW , INSTEAD OF TWO CATS , THERE WEREN ’ T ANY !!!!!
TRICK OR TREAT?
W ALKING UP THE GARDEN PATH ,
I SPY A YUMMY SWEET ,
HALLOWEEN IS HERE AGAIN ,
K NOCK – KNOCK , TRICK OR TREAT ??!!
😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊

A big thank you to everyone who made this
edition possible. We really appreciate it
and we really hope you all enjoy reading it.
If you would like to write or draw
something for the next edition, you can
email it to
newspaper@emmanuel.camden.sch.uk.

Stay safe everybody!
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